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Digital twin specialist supports STEM centre revamp
James Fisher Asset Information Services (AIS) captures the transformation
of the state-of-the-art Aberdeen Science Centre (ASC) to enhance visitor
experience.
The newly transformed Aberdeen science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)
hub has re-opened its doors to the public. As part of a two-year revamp project, the ASC
approached AIS to explore how its innovative asset visualisation and augmented reality (AR)
capabilties could be used to enrich visitor experience within the centre.
Using its digital twin platform, R2S, AIS successfully captured the educational charity’s facility
before, during and on-completion of the revamp. With this data, AIS will provide an intuitive and
visual digital walk-through of the new facility, showcasing its educational offering whilst
enhancing visitor experience.
Debbie Mathers, ASC STEM Ambassador Programme Manager says:
“It has been great to see the transformation of Aberdeen Science Centre from such a unique
perspective. We have already started to forget what the building looked like two years ago and
this is a reminder of how far we have come!
We are excited to learn more about how the final product can support our mission and enable
us to find new ways of working. And we are looking forward to future collaborations too.”
The revamp has seen the introduction of 60 interactive exhibits throughout its six inspiring
zones from the OPITO Theatre of Energy to the Equinor-sponsored programmable robot.
Benefitting from AIS' 360° photographical captures and in-programme exhibit information
tagging capabilities, the ASC will use the data as a means for promoting and inspiring visitors of
all ages to engage with science.
Craig Ferguson, AIS Senior Digital Surveyor adds:
“It has been fantastic to be involved with the project from start to finish. The science centre has
always been an important STEM hub for the city and with the revamp, has even more to offer to
inspire individuals of all ages.
We’re proud that our technology, R2S, plays a part in the centre’s unique and interactive
offering which allows visitors to virtually view the facility from anywhere in the world. I look
forward to continuing the work that we do with the centre, with our next steps looking at how we
can use augmented reality to provide even more interaction with the exhibits.”
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Working with students from University of Aberdeen and Robert Gordon University, AIS actively
continues to support STEM students in reaching their future ambitions within the data
technology industries.
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James Fisher Asset Information Services Ltd
James Fisher Asset Information Services (AIS) enables asset owners and operators to enhance
business performance through informed decision-making ‒ providing transparent, value-added
digital solutions that deliver results and drive safe and effective asset management.
With the identification, integration, and interrogation of collected data, AIS provides
comprehensive digital asset management solutions that unlock new ways for customers to be
more efficient, productive and to reduce costs. The suite of field-proven digital products and
professional solutions we offer includes, machine control, visual asset management, real-time
tracking, remote safety management, weighing and measurement, decision support, operational
modelling, condition monitoring, IoT platforms, control of work, and other highly specialised
systems.
We support customers to harness the value of information they have by intelligently linking data
together which empowers them to make effective and efficient decisions in real-time.
AIS owns and operates industry-leading digital solutions that are deployed in a diverse range of
global markets, including nuclear, defence, oil and gas, mining, offshore renewable energy,
marine, transport and infrastructure, and construction. For more information visit www.jf-ais.com
James Fisher and Sons plc is a leading provider of specialised services to the marine, oil and
gas and other high assurance industries worldwide. As an innovative and fast-growing
organisation, our highly skilled team and over 170 year heritage enables us to deliver solutions
to the most demanding operational and technical challenges faced by our customers . By
leveraging our global reach, deep operational understanding, breadth of capability and the
enthusiasm and commitment of our staff, James Fisher has become a trusted partner of major
corporations, government agencies and other valued customers around the world. For more
information visit www.james-fisher.com
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